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Give the percent of the area under a normal curve represented by

the shaded region.

1. 2.

3. 4.

A normal distribution has a mean of 56 and a standard deviation

of 8. Find the probability that a randomly selected x-value is in the

given interval.

5. between 40 and 64 6. between 32 and 40 7. between 56 and 64

8. at most 56 9. at least 72 10. at most 64

A normal distribution has a mean of 100 and a standard deviation

of 16. Find the given probability.

11. three randomly selected x-values are all 84 or greater

12. two randomly selected x-values are both 132 or less

Find the mean and standard deviation of a normal distribution that

approximates a binomial distribution consisting of n trials with

probability p of success on each trial.

13. 14. 15.

Photography In Exercises 16 and 17, use the following information.

The developing times of photographic prints are normally distributed with a
mean of 15.4 seconds and a standard deviation of 0.48 second.

16. What is the probability that the developing time of a print will be at least
16.36 seconds?

17. What is the probability that the developing time of a print will be between
13.96 seconds and 15.88 seconds?

n � 42, p � 0.2n � 35, p � 0.3n � 20, p � 0.8
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Give the percent of the area under a normal curve represented by

the shaded region.

1. 2.

A normal distribution has a mean of 31 and a standard deviation

of 3. Find the probability that a randomly selected x-value is in the

given interval.

3. between 25 and 34 4. between 22 and 31 5. between 28 and 34

6. at least 25 7. at most 34 8. at least 37

A normal distribution has a mean of 85 and a standard deviation of

15. Find the given probability.

9. two randomly selected x-values are both 55 or less

10. four randomly selected x-values are all between 55 and 70

Find the mean and standard deviation of a normal distribution that

approximates a binomial distribution consisting of n trials with

probability p of success on each trial.

11. 12. 13.

Bank Loans In Exercises 14 and 15, use the following information.

A loan officer at a bank may reject a loan application if the borrower does not
have enough assets or has too many debts based on their income. At a certain
bank, 20% of the loan applications are rejected. Assume there were 225
applications. 

14. What is the probability that at most 39 will be rejected?

15. What is the probability at least 57 will be rejected?

16. Great Danes The heights of adult great danes are normally distributed
with a mean of 31 inches and a standard deviation of 1 inch. If you
randomly choose 4 adult great danes, what is the probability that all four
are 33 inches or taller?

n � 172, p � 0.09n � 120, p � 0.26n � 50, p � 0.7
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